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Zambomba SUENA JEREZ EN NAVIDAD
AMOR EN LA TIERRA
Cantarería Producciones
Flamenco singers La Fabi, Mara Rey, Gema Cantarota, Gema Carpio, María Bastián, Coral
de Los Reyes, Sandra Rincón, Samara Carrasco, Juana La del Mono, Gregorito Parrilla,
Manuel Moneo Carrasco, Chanquita, Zambullo and Bastianito
Clapping hands Markito Carpio and Ángel Pirulo
Flameco dancers Rocío Carrasco and Fernando Jiménez
Percussion Ané Carrasco and Perico Navarro
Guitars Pepe del Morao, Curro Carrasco and Rubén Martínez
Violin Bernardo Parrilla
Piano Juana La del Mono
Stage direction Pepe del Morao

2.00 h (w/out intermission)

Amor en la Tierra is a musical about the story of Jesus of Nazareth from the time of
archangel Gabriel’s annunciation to the Virgin Mary to the visit of the Kings of Orient.
A story that will take us to the past to Bethlehem, to experience through flamenco the
beginning of the most extraordinary story ever told. This is made possible thanks to a
group of flamenco’s most relevant young artists from Jerez, and the collaboration of
some its most veteran representatives. The show also boasts a very careful staging
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and an original repertoire conceived for the occasion.
The sum of all these elements makes for a novel, magical show, full of colour, that
represents the most traditional values of the zambomba of Jerez.
Suena Jerez en Navidad was first performed in 2013 under the direction of the
guitarist from Jerez Pepe del Morao, grandson of Manuel Morao, nephew of Moraito
chico and cousin of Diego del Morao, heir of his dynasty’s huge talent, a prolific artist
with great creative capacity.
 


